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Computing the Maximum Overlap of Two Convex Polygons

Under Translations�
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Abstract

Let P be a convex polygon in the plane with n vertices and let Q be a convex polygon with
m vertices� We prove that the maximum number of combinatorially distinct placements of Q
with respect to P under translations is O�n��m��min�nm��n�m��� and we give an example
showing that this bound is tight in the worst case� Second� we present an O��n�m� log�n�m��
algorithm for determining a translation of Q that maximizes the area of overlap of P and Q�

We also prove that the placement of Q that makes the centroids of Q and P coincide
realizes an overlap of at least ���� of the maximum possible overlap� As an upper bound� we
show an example where the overlap in this placement is ��� of the maximum possible overlap�

� Introduction

Matching plays an important role in areas such as computer vision� Typically one is given two
�shapes��point sets or polygons� for instance�and one wants to determine how much these shapes
resemble each other� More precisely� one wants to �nd a rigid motion of one shape that maximizes
the resemblance with the other shape� There are several ways to measure resemblance� For
example� for point sets or polygonal chains one can use the Hausdor� distance ��� 	� 
� 	�� 	�� for
polygonal chains one can also use the Fr�echet distance ���

The resemblance of two convex polygons can also be measured by looking at the Hausdor�
or Fr�echet distance between their boundaries� For an application in computer vision� however� it
seems more appropriate to look at the area of the symmetric di�erence of the two polygons� since
this distance measure is less sensitive to noise in the image� noise may add thin features to the
boundary but is unlikely to add large areas�

Notice that minimizing the area of the symmetric di�erence of two polygons is equivalent to
maximizing the area of overlap of the polygons� An algorithm with O�n�n�m�� time complexity
is known for �nding the maximum overlap area for two convex polygons� one of which is allowed
to rotate with one point on its boundary sliding on the other polygon�s boundary ��	� Mount et
al� �	� studied the behavior of the area of overlap for two simple polygons under translations of
one polygon� They pose the case of two convex polygons as an open problem�

We consider the matching problem for convex polygons in the plane� and the rigid motions that
we allow are translations� In other words� we are given two convex polygons P and Q in the
plane� and our goal is to �nd a translation of Q that maximizes the area of overlap with P � Our
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results are as follows� Let n and m denote the number of vertices of P and Q� respectively� We
start by studying a combinatorial question� how many combinatorially distinct placements of Q
with respect to P are there� Here we de�ne two placements to be combinatorially equivalent if
the same pairs of edges �one from P and one from Q� intersect�see Section � for a more precise
de�nition� We show that the number of distinct placements is O�n� � m� � min�nm� � n�m���
and we give an example showing that this bound is tight in the worst case� To our surprise� this
result appears to be new� previous work on bounding the number of placements of a polygon in
a polygonal environment is usually motivated by motion planning problem and� hence� only deals
with the case where the polygon is not allowed to intersect the environment at all�see Latombe�s
book �	� or Halperin�s thesis �	�� Our main result is presented in Section �� where we give an
O��n�m� log�n�m�� time algorithm for computing a placement of Q that maximizes the area of
overlap with P � Our algorithm is based on the fact that the area�of�overlap function is unimodal�
To round o� our exposition� we show that one can� in a sense� approximate the maximum possible
overlap of two convex polygons by simply superposing them such that their centroids coincide�
We show that that placement realizes an overlap that is at least 
��� of the maximum possible
overlap� and we give an upper bound example where the factor is ��
�

Our work can also be seen as a generalization of the problem of placing a copy of one polygon
inside another polygon� Chazelle �� studied several variants of this problem� One of his results
is that� given two convex polygons P and Q� one can decide in linear time whether Q can be
translated such that it is contained in P � Other papers compute the largest copy of a polygon that
can be placed inside another one ��� 	�� 		� ���

� The number of distinct placements

Let P be a simple polygon with n vertices in the plane and let Q be a simple polygon with m
vertices� The position and orientation of P are �xed� but Q is free to translate� In this section we
bound the number of distinct placements of Q with respect to P � We �rst de�ne formally when
we call two placements distinct�

We denote the boundary of P by �P � and the boundary of Q by �Q� We consider boundary
edges to be relatively open sets� that is� their endpoints are not included� Let rQ be a reference
point on Q� say the lexicographically smallest vertex� For a point r in the plane� Q�r� denotes
Q with its reference point placed at r� Similarly� for an edge e or a vertex v of Q� e�r� and v�r�
denote the edge e and vertex v when Q is placed at r� We call Q�r� a placement of Q� The space of
all possible placements of Q�in our case this is a ��dimensional space�is called the con�guration
space �	��

De�nition ��� The intersection set of P and a placement Q�r�� denoted I�r�� is the set consisting
of all pairs �f� g� such that f is the interior of P � an edge of P � or a vertex of P � g is the interior
of Q�r�� an edge of Q�r�� or a vertex of Q�r�� and f and g intersect� Two placements Q�r� and
Q�r�� are combinatorially distinct if and only if I�r� �� I�r���

The con�guration space can be partitioned into regions according to the intersection sets of the
corresponding placements� two points are in the same region if and only if the corresponding place�
ments are combinatorially equivalent� Hence� the number of combinatorially distinct placements
is bounded by the number of regions in the con�guration space�

Previous work on con�guration spaces was usually inspired by motion planning applications�
where the polygon Q is a robot� the polygon P is an obstacle� In this setting� one is interested
in the free space� the region of the con�guration space where Q does not collide with P or� in
other words� where the intersection set is empty� When only translations are considered� then the
free space is the complement of the Minkowski sum of P and �Q� and its complexity is ��n�m��
in the worst case� for convex polygons� the complexity is ��n �m� in the worst case� For more
information and references on con�guration spaces in connection with motion planning we refer the
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reader to Latombe�s book �	� or Halperin�s thesis �	�� In our application we are also interested
in placements where the intersection set is not empty� so few results from the motion planning
literature seem to apply �	
�

Let�s have a closer look at the con�guration space� Fix an edge e of P and an edge e� of Q�
and consider the locus of all points r such that e intersects e��r�� This region is a parallelogram�
denoted ��e� e��� spanned by a translated copy of e and a translated copy of e�� Observe that for
points r in the interior of the edges of ��e� e��� a vertex of e lies on e��r� or a vertex of e��r� lies on
e� for a point r that is a vertex of ��e� e��� a vertex of e coincides with a vertex of e��r�� Let

� � f��e� e�� � e is an edge of P � e� is an edge of Qg�

The arrangement A��� induced by � is the partitioning of con�guration space we mentioned
above� there is a one�to�one correspondence between the combinatorially distinct placements and
the faces� arcs�� and nodes of A���� So a bound on the complexity of A��� immediately implies
a bound on the number of distinct placements�

We proceed to bound the complexity of A���� Because A��� is a planar subdivision de�ned
by nm parallelograms� its complexity is bounded by O�n�m��� For simple polygons� this bound
is tight in the worst case� In fact� the complexity of the free space can already be ��n�m��� as
mentioned above�

For convex polygons� the situation is di�erent� We show in the following theorem that the
maximum number of combinatorially distinct placements is ��n� �m� �min�nm�� n�m��� While
this is signi�cantly less than ��n�m��� it is much larger than the complexity of the free space for
two convex polygons�

Theorem ��� The maximum number of combinatorially distinct placements of two convex poly�
gons with n and m vertices� respectively� is�

��n� �m� �min�nm�� n�m���

Proof� We �rst prove the upper bound� Let P be a convex polygon with n vertices� and Q a
convex polygon with m vertices� We bound the complexity of the subdivision A��� we get for P
and Q� as de�ned above� Because A��� is a planar subdivision� it su�ces to bound its number
of nodes� A node of A��� is either a corner of some parallelogram ��e� e�� or an intersection
between the boundary of two such parallelograms� The corners of the parallelograms corresponds
to a placement where a vertex of Q coincides with a vertex of P � clearly there are O�nm� of these
placements� The intersections between parallelogram boundaries correspond to placements such
that

i� there are edges e�� e� of P and vertices v�� v� of Q such that vi � ei� for i � 	� �� or

ii� there are vertices v�� v� of P and edges e�� e� of Q such that vi � ei� for i � 	� �� or

iii� there is an edge e� of P � a vertex v� of P � a vertex v� of Q and an edge e� of Q such that
vi � ei� for i � 	� ��

First we bound the number of nodes of type �i�� Fix one vertex v� of Q� and place v� somewhere
on �P � Now move Q �around� P � while keeping v� on �P � We get a type �i� node when a vertex
of Q crosses a edge of P � Because the path that every vertex of Q describes is a translate of �P �
it can intersect �P at most twice� Hence� the total number of type �i� nodes involving vertex v� is
at most �m� The total number of type �i� nodes over all vertices of Q is therefore O�m���

A similar argument shows that the number of type �ii� nodes is O�n���

�To avoid confusion between the edges of the polygons and the edges of A���� we call the latter arcs� Similarly�
we call the vertices of A��� nodes�
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It remains to bound the number of nodes of type �iii�� We �x a vertex v� of P and move Q
�around� P while v� stays on �Q� We must count the number of times that a vertex of Q crosses
an edge of P � Let�s look at the path that a vertex v� of Q follows� This path can be obtained by
placing v� at v� and rotating Q over 	�� degrees around v�� the mirrored image of Q that results
is exactly the path that v� follows� So the path is convex and polygonal� and it has m segments�
Hence� v� crosses �P at most O�min�n�m�� times� The number of type �iii� nodes involving vertex
v� of P is therefore O�mmin�n�m��� and the total number of type �iii� nodes is O�nmmin�n�m���

P

Q

n�� vertices

m�� vertices

v�

v�

path of v�
when Q is moved
while keeping con�
tact with v�

Figure 	� Two convex polygons with  �min�nm� � n�m�� distinct placements�

An example where there are  �n� �m�� distinct placements is easy to construct� so we only give
an example with  �nmmin�n�m�� distinct placements� Fig� 	 gives such an example� The dotted
polygonal closed path is the path v� follows when Q is moved while keeping contact with v�� This
path intersects �P  �min�n�m�� times� Let w� be any of the m�� bottom vertices of Q and w�

any of the n�� top vertices of P � When the top vertices of P and the bottom vertices of Q are
placed close enough together� then the path followed by w� when Q is moved around w� will be
close enough to the dotted path� so that there will be  �min�n�m�� intersections of the path with
�P � Hence� we get a total of  �nmmin�n�m�� distinct placements� �

� Computing the maximum overlap

We now get to the main problem studied in this paper� given two convex polygons P and Q� �nd
a placement of Q that maximizes the overlap with P � First� we need to introduce some notation�
The overlap function ��r� � R� � R of P and Q is de�ned as

��r� �� the area of P �Q�r��

Our problem is thus to �nd a placement Q�r� that maximizes ��r�� We call such a placement a
goal placement�
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We �rst look at a restricted version of the problem� where Q is only allowed to translated into a
�xed direction� Without loss of generality� we assume this direction to be horizontal� Thus� for a
given value y�� we de�ne the �horizontal� overlap function at y�� denoted by �y��t�� as

�y��t� �� ���t� y����

Theorem ��� Let P and Q be two convex polygons then the function r ��
p
��r� is downwards

concave� that is the volume below its graph is convex�

Proof� Since a function R
� � R is downwards concave if any cross�section along a line is

downwards concave� it su�ces to prove the latter fact� Without loss of generality� we can restrict
ourself to the case of horizontal lines� and will prove that the monovariate function t �� p

�y��t�
is downwards concave�

Imagine moving Q from left to right over the plane� starting with Q����� y��� and ending at
Q����� y���� De�ne Q�t� �� Q��t� y���� and A�t� �� P � Q�t�� Thus A�t� is the intersection of
P and Q at time t� We de�ne a three�dimensional polytope PPQ by viewing time as the third
dimension� and taking the union of all polygons A�t��

PPQ �� f�x� y� t� � �x� y� � A�t�g�
Since PPQ can be written as the intersection of two convex polytopes� it is a convex polytope itself�

PPQ � f�x� y� t� � �x� y� � Pg � f�x� y� t� � �x� y� � Q�t�g
Following Avis et al� ��� we can now apply the Brunn�Minkowski theorem �	�� which states that
the square root of the function that describes the area of intersection of PPQ and a horizontal
plane h is downwards concave� as we sweep h through PPQ� Since the cross�section of PPQ with
the horizontal plane t � t� is exactly the intersection A�t��� the theorem follows� �

A non�negative function � � D � R is called unimodal if there is an interval D � �a� � a�
and points b�� b� � D with b� � b� such that � is zero outside D� strictly increasing from a� to
b�� constant from b� to b�� and strictly decreasing from b� to a�� Our algorithm is based on the
unimodality of the monovariate overlap function�

Corollary ��� Let P and Q be two convex polygons� and let y� � R� Then the horizontal overlap
function �y��t� is unimodal�

Proof� From the downwards concavity of
p
�y��t� immediately follows that it is a unimodal

function� which in turn implies that �y��t� is unimodal as well� �

Theorem ��� can be used to compute the maximum overlap of P and Q for the case where Q
is con�ned to translate along a �xed line� This algorithm will be an important ingredient of the
general algorithm�

Lemma ��� �Avis et al�� For a line � we can compute maxr�� ��r� in O�n�m� time�

Proof� Using Chazelle�s algorithm �� the convex polytope PPQ can be computed in linear time�
and then Avis et al��s algorithm �� can be used to compute the horizontal section of PPQ of
maximal area in linear time� �

We now turn our attention to the general case� where arbitrary translations are allowed� Our
algorithm consists of two stages� In the �rst stage we locate a horizontal strip that contains the
reference point of a goal placement� This will be done by a binary search that uses the algorithm
from Lemma ��� as a subroutine� This reduces the complexity of the search space su�ciently to
enter the second stage of the algorithm� which is based on cuttings� The second stage reduces the
complexity of the search space further so that it becomes easy to compute the maximum overlap�
We now describe the stages in more detail�
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The �rst stage� Consider a placement where Q is completely below P � and imagine moving Q
upward until it is entirely above P � Let Y � y�� y�� � � � � ynm be the sorted sequence of y�values
where a vertex of Q and a vertex of P align horizontally� In other words� Y contains the values
yi such that there are vertices v of P and w of Q��x� yi�� with the same y�coordinate� We shall
do a binary search on Y to locate a horizontal strip ��� � � � �yi � yi�� that contains a goal
placement� �In fact� we should write �that contains the reference point of a goal placement�� When
no confusion can arise� we shall permit ourselves this slight abuse of terminology�� We do not
compute the set Y explicitly� however� because Y can contain nm elements and we do not want to
spend that much time�

Let�s look more closely at the set Y � Let A � fa�� � � � � ang be the set of y�coordinates of the
vertices of P � sorted in increasing order� and let B � fb�� � � � � bng be the set of y�coordinates of
the vertices of Q���� ���� sorted in decreasing order� The sets A and B can be computed in linear
time� The elements of the set Y are exactly the entries of the matrix

M � �cij�� where cij � ai � bj �

Because the sets A and B are sorted� every row and every column of M is sorted� Furthermore�
an entry cij can be evaluated in constant time� Hence� for any parameter k with 	 � k � nm� we
can compute the k�th largest entry ofM in O�m log��n�m�� � O�n�m� time with an algorithm
by Frederickson and Johnson �	��

The binary search now proceeds as follows� In a generic step we have two values� kmin and
kmax such that there is a goal placement in the horizontal strip��� ��� �ykmin

� ykmax
� Initially

kmin � � and kmax � nm� We �rst compute the values yk and yk��� where k � b�kmin� kmax���c�
with the algorithm of Frederickson and Johnson� Then we compute maxt �yk�t� and maxt �yk���t�
using Lemma ���� There are three cases to consider� depending on the computed values�

If maxt �yk�t� � maxt �yk���t� then we set kmin �� k�

If maxt �yk�t� 	 maxt �yk���t� then we set kmax �� k � 	�

If maxt �yk�t� � maxt �yk���t� then we set kmin �� k and kmax �� k � 	 and we have
found the strip�

The binary search continues until kmax � kmin � 	� The correctness of the algorithm is based on
the following lemma�

Lemma ��� Let �� and �� be two lines� and let r� and r� be points on �� and ��� respectively�
such that ��r�� � maxr��� ��r� and ��r�� � maxr��� ��r�� If ��r�� � ��r�� 	 � and r� does not
lie on �� then the open half�plane bounded by �� and containing r� contains a goal placement�

Proof� We shall prove that the closed half�plane bounded by �� and not containing r� cannot

�� ��

r�

r
r�

Figure ��
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contain a placement r such that ��r� 	 ��r��� which implies the lemma� Let r be any point in this
half�plane� and let r� be the intersection point of the closed line segment rr� with ��� Because the
overlap function is unimodal� ��r� 	 ��r�� would imply ��r

�� 	 ��r��� But since ��r�� � ��r�� by
de�nition of r�� this would contradict the assumption that ��r�� � ��r��� �

We can now prove that the binary search algorithm correctly and e�ciently �nds a strip containing
a goal placement�

Lemma ��� The binary search �nds in time O��n �m� log�n�m�� a horizontal strip�

��� ��� �yi � yi��
that contains a goal placement�

Proof� Let�s �rst prove that the algorithm is correct� This amounts to proving that the three
cases mentioned above are handled correctly� Let t� be a value maximizing �yk�t� and let t� be a
value maximizing �yk���t�� De�ne r� � �t�� yk� and r� � �t�� yk���� Suppose that ��r�� � ��r���
By Lemma ��� there must be a goal placement above the line y � yk� which proves that the �rst
case is handled correctly� Similarly� ��r�� � ��r�� implies that there is a goal placement below the
line y � yk��� which proves that the second case is handled correctly� By combining the arguments
for the �rst two cases� we see that also the third case is handled correctly�

It remains to prove the time bound� In each step of the binary search we use the selection
algorithm of Frederickson and Johnson �	�� which takes O�m�n� time� and we apply the algorithm
of Lemma ���� which takes O�n � m� time� Since the number of steps of the binary search is
O�log�nm��� the total time is as claimed� �

The binary search on the set Y gives us a horizontal strip that contains a goal placement� For any
placement Q�r� in the interior of this strip� the vertical order of the vertices of P with respect to
those of Q�r� is �xed� This means that the complexity of the part of A��� within R is signi�cantly
less than the total complexity of A���� as we show next�
Lemma ��� After the �rst stage of the algorithm we have located a horizontal strip 
 � ��� �
�� �y � y� containing a goal placement such that the part of A��� inside 
 is formed by O�n�m�
segments�

Proof� Recall that A��� is de�ned by O�nm� parallelograms� Each parallelogram is de�ned
by a pair of edges� one from P and one from Q� The edges of these parallelograms� in other
words� the segments that induce A���� are de�ned by a vertex�edge pair� We claim that a vertex
can de�ne at most two vertex�edge pairs whose corresponding segment intersects 
� Let v be a
vertex of Q� and let e be an edge of P � Let Q�r� be a placement with r � 
� If the horizon�
tal line through v�r� does not intersect e then v exchanges its vertical order with an endpoint
of e when it is moved to lie on e� Hence� v can only de�ne a vertex�edge pair with an edge e
intersected by the horizontal line through v�r�� Because P is convex there are at most two such
edges� The same argument shows that any vertex of P can de�ne at most two vertex�edge pairs� �

The second stage We enter the second stage with a horizontal strip 
 � ��� � � � �y � y�
that contains a goal position� The number of segments de�ning A��� inside 
 is O�n�m�� From
the proof of Lemma ��� it follows that we can compute these segments in linear time� take a point
r inside the strip� and merge the two sorted sequences of y�coordinates of the vertices of P and
the vertices of Q�r� to �nd for each vertex the at most two edges with which it can de�ne an edge
inside 
� Because we know the segments de�ning A����
� we can use cuttings to zoom in further
on a goal placement� How this works is explained next�

Let S be a set of line segments in the plane� A �	�k��cutting !�S� for S is a collection of
triangles with disjoint interiors that collectively cover the entire plane� such that for each triangle
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in !�S� the number of segments intersecting its interior is at most jSj�k� The size of a cutting is
the number of simplices it consists of� For any set of lines in the plane�and� hence� for any set of
line segments�there is a cutting of size O�k��� For constant k such a cutting can be constructed
in linear time ���

Let S�
� be the set of segments de�ning A��� inside 
� We construct a �	����cutting !�S�
���
This cutting consists of O�	� triangles� each intersected by jS�
�j�� segments� The idea is to �nd a
triangle in !�S�
�� that contains a goal placement� and to proceed recursively inside that triangle�
�Actually� we will recurse in two triangles�� To decide in which triangle to recurse we proceed as
follows�

Let L � f��� � � � � �ag be the set of lines through the edges of the cutting !�S�
��� On each line
�i we compute the maximum overlap �i � maxr��i ��r� in O�n �m� time using the algorithm of
Lemma ���� Let�s assume for the moment that all the maxima are distinct� Let i� be such that
�i� � maxi �i� By Lemma ��� we know for each line �i with i �� i� to which side we can restrict our
attention� This implies that we can restrict our attention to at most two triangles �separated by
the line �i��� The number of segments on which we must recurse is thus at most jS�
�j��� After
O�log�n �m�� recursive calls we are left with two triangular regions that are not intersected by
any of the segments of A���� Inside each of these regions� the overlap function is a second�degree
polynomial� and can be computed in linear time� Once we have the polynomial we can compute
its maximum in constant time� giving us the desired goal placement� The total running time for
the second stage is O��n �m� log�n�m��� This almost �nishes the description of the algorithm�
It only remains to get rid of the assumption that all maxima �i are distinct� this is done as follows�

!�S�
��

v�
"��

"��
"��

Figure �� Dealing with a degenerate situation�

Let �� � maxi �i� The di�culty arises when �
� is achieved at a vertex v� of the cutting !�S�
��� as

in Fig� �� In this case there must be a goal position in one of the triangles of the cutting incident
to v�� but we do not know which one yet� If v� itself is a goal position then it doesn�t matter where
we recurse �provided we keep track of the the placement with the largest overlap found so far�� so
let�s assume that this is not the case� Now� to �nd a triangle containing a goal placement we take
three lines "��� "��� and "�� such that v

� lies in the triangle #�"��� "��� "��� enclosed by them�see Fig� ��
The distance � from v� to each of the three lines should be such that there is no goal placement
inside #� This can be achieved by computing with � symbolically� treating it as an extension of
the reals which is larger than zero but smaller than any positive real� Let "�j �� maxr���j ��r�� We

compute "�j � for j � 	� �� �� using Lemma ��� Let "rj be such that ��"rj� � "�j �

Lemma ��	 If v� itself is not a goal position� then "�j 	 �� for at least one j � f	� �� �g� Moreover�
for such a j the triangle of !�S�
�� incident to v� containing "rj must contain a goal placement�

Proof� Follows from Lemma ���� �
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Thus we can also �nd out where to recurse in O��n �m� log�n � m�� time in degenerate cases�
This completes the proof of our main result� which is summarized in the following theorem�

Theorem ��
 Let P be a convex polygon in the plane with n vertices� and let Q be a convex
polygon with m vertices� Then a placement of Q that maximizes the area of P �Q can be computed
in O��n�m� log�n�m�� time�

� Bounds on the overlap for a particular translation

We prove in this section that we can approximate the area of the largest possible overlap by simply
looking at the placement where the centroids of P and Q coincide� We prove that the overlap in
that placement is at least 
��� of the maximum possible overlap� We also give an upper bound
example where the ratio is ��
�

��� Lower bound

Let�s �rst de�ne some notations� The centroid of P is denoted by cP �

cP �

Z
u�P

u du

� Z
u�P

du �

Z
u�P

u du $area�P�

Similarly cQ denotes the centroid of Q�
In this section we will choose the origin � so that the overlap function is maximal at the origin�

that is the reference position Q��� for Q is a maximal overlap position� The maximal overlap area
is thus denoted ����� In the sequel� we will use the polar coordinates �r� � with respect to that
origin� and the horizontal direction� The point with polar coordinates �	� � will be denoted as e��

We denote by  the three�dimensional object bounded above by the graph of � and below by
the horizontal plane z � ��

 � f�x� y� z� � R� � z � ��x� y�g
Lemma ��� The translation r that superimposes the centroids of P and Q�r� is given by the
projection of the centroid of  onto R� �

Proof� The horizontal projection p�c�� of the centroid c� of  is

p�c�� �

Z
v�R�

��v�v dv

� Z
v�R�

��v�dv

replacing � by its expression by integrals� we get

p�c�� �

�

Z
v�R�

Z
u�P��Q�v�

du v dv

� Z
v�R�

Z
u�P��Q�v�

du dv

�

Z
u�P

Z
v�u�Q

v dv du

� Z
u�P

Z
v�u�Q

dv du

�

Z
u�P

Z
v�Q

��u� v�dv du

� Z
u�P

Z
v�Q

�dv du






then� using the de�nitions of cP and cQ� we obtain

p�c�� �

�

Z
u�P

��u� cQ�area�Q�du

� Z
u�P

�area�Q�du

�

�
�cQarea�P�area�Q�� � area�Q�

Z
u�P

�u du
�
A

� 	

�area�P�area�Q�
� cP � cQ

�

p�c�� can now be evaluated in polar coordinates�

p�c�� �

�

Z
v�R�

��v�v dv

� Z
v�R�

��v�dv

�

��Z
�	�

�Z
r	�

��re��re�r dr d

� ��Z
�	�

�Z
r	�

��re��r dr d

�

��Z
�	�

�Z
r	�

��re��r
� dr e�d

� ��Z
�	�

�Z
r	�

��re��r dr e�d

�

��Z
�	�

e����A��d

� ��Z
�	�

e�A��d � �	�

where A�� �
R�
r	� ��re��rdr is de�ned as the area of the intersection of  with a vertical half

plane with polar coordinates �r� �� r � �� The polar coordinates of the horizontal projection of
the centroid of that cross section are ����� � where ��� � �

A���

R
�

r	� ��re��r
� dr

Lemma ��� The value of � at the projection centroid of a cross section of  is greater than 
���
times the maximum of �� That is �����e�� � �
��������� for any �

Proof� Since ��re�� is strictly decreasing from its maximum to � �Theorem ����� there is a unique

value r� such that ��r�e�� �


������� Now we consider the function ����r� � ����

�
	� �r

�r�

��
for

r � ��� ��r��
Using the downwards concavity of the function

p
� �Theorem ��	�� the relative position of ���

and � are the following �see Figure ���

���� � ������

��re�� � ����r� � r � ��� r�
��re�� � ����r� � r � �r�� �

�
r�

��re�� � � � r � � �
�
r���

	�



Since the weighted barycenter of function ��� isZ �
�
r�

r	�

����r�r
�dr

�Z �
�
r�

r	�

����r�rdr � r�

from inequalities above� we deduce that ��� � r� and thus by Theorem ���� �����e�� � ��r�� �


������� �

r�r�

�
�

p
����

����



������ ��

�

p
��

p
�

Figure �� Relative position of � and ��

Lemma ��� The curve �r�e�������� is convex�

Proof� It follows directly from the downwards concavity of function
p
� �Theorem ��	�� The

curve  �� r�e� is the intersection of the �D surface de�ned by z �
p
� and the horizontal plane

z � �
�

p
����� �

Theorem ��� The translation which matches the centroids of two convex polygons realizes an
overlap area of at least 
��� of the maximal overlap area�

Proof� The overlap at the placement where the centroids of P and Q coincide is ��cQ�cP �� which
is ��p�c��� by Lemma ��	� p�c�� is the centroid of points ���e� weighted by the positive function
A�� �Equation 	�� The curve ���e� is inside the convex curve r�e� �using Lemma ����� which is
convex by Lemma ���� Thus p�c�� is inside the convex curve r�e� and thus� by the downwards
concavity of

p
� �Theorem ��	�� ��p�c��� � ��r�e�� �



������� �

Theorem ��� The translation which matches the centroids of two d�dimensional convex polyhedra
realizes an overlap volume of at least ����d� ���d times the maximal overlap volume�

Proof� The proof is similar to the one we gave for the two dimensional case� In higher dimen�
sion we use the downwards concavity of the function d

p
� �which follows again from the Brunn�

Minkowski Theorem�� and the new de�nition of ���r� is ����
�
	� �r

�d���r�

�d
which yields the

claimed bound� �

		



��� Upper bounds

����� Two dimensional example

The worst known example for overlapping two polygons reaches a bound of ��
 between the
maximal overlap and the overlap at the centroid position� The example is depicted in Figure ��
assuming that the small edges of triangles have length 	� and that the opposite angle is very
small� The intersection at the optimal position is a small square of edge length about 	� and the
intersection at the centroid position is a square of edge length about ����

P

Q optimal position

Q centroid position

Figure �� Example reaching �

 upper bound�

����� Three dimensional example

Our worst example in three dimensions is drawn in Figure �� If edge e has length 	� and the
smallest face of Q as area � then the volume of the intersection at the optimal position is �� Let�s
now evaluate the volume when the centroids coincide� edge e� parallel to e in the section of P by
the vertical plane through the centroid of P has length ���� the length of the stick Q inside P is
about ��� of e�� that is 	��� and �nally the horizontal section of Q at its centroid is a ��� homothet

of the horizontal face of Q� Thus the volume of the intersection is �
�

�
�
�

��
� � 


����

� Conclusions

We presented an algorithm that computes a translation of a convex polygon Q that maximizes the
area of overlap with another convex polygon P � The algorithm runs in O��n�m� log�n�m�� time�
where n and m are the number of vertices of P and Q� respectively� Our algorithm is based on the
unimodality of the overlap function for convex polygons� We showed that the particular placement
where the centroids of the polygons coincide gives an approximation of the optimal overlap area
of at least 
���� We conjecture that the lower bound can be improved to ��
� which would be
a tight bound� as we have shown� The demonstration of any such better bound� however� would
have to rely on some other facts than Theorem ��	� In fact� it is easy to construct an example
of a bivariate function � such that

p
� is downwards concave and the value of � at its centroid is

only 

�� of its maximal value� but such � does not seem to be the representation of the � function

related to the overlap of two polygons�
The obvious next step is to develop an e�cient algorithm for arbitrary simple polygons� Un�

fortunately� the overlap is no longer unimodal for non�convex polygons� the overlap function can
have up to ��n�m�� local maxima� It seems di�cult to develop an algorithm that does not inspect

	�



P

position

Q centroid position

e
e�

Q optimal

Figure �� Example reaching 

�� upper bound�

all local maxima� In many cases� however� the number of local maxima in the overlap function is
relatively small� It would be interesting to develop an algorithm whose running time depends on
the number of local maxima�

Acknowledgment� Thanks to H� Alt for helpful discussions about the centroid problem�
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